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Multimice® New
Uses with LEGO® Digital Designer Software
LEGO® Digital Designer

Educative Aspect
This software has a lot of educative
aspects, first, it allows developing the
space notion, indeed the construction is
done in 3D; the student can see all sides of
what is being built.

The freeware LEGO ® Digital Designer
offers unique opportunities for computer
design. Indeed, it offers an impressive
collection of pieces: from bricks to
construct buildings to hair’s characters you
want to integrate...With this softwar eall
you have in mind is feasible!

This software is a real awakening in
computer design, indeed you find similar
interface for Computer Aided Design
software.
It also has an option to review the design
of a registered object, which allows each
student to learn how to reproduce this item.

Moreover, for younger students, this
software is a fun way to learn how to use a
computer mouse.
Tools allow you to insert a wall paper, to
blow your picture, to make it appear too…
A model library is also available on the
website, it allows you to import saved
templates.
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These two programs together allow the
class to develop a common realization.The
teacher can give hand in turn to each
student so that this lat ter presents his /her
idea to the class.
Students will participate with pleasure in
this activity; then they can learn the basics
of computer-aided design while having
fun.

The MultiMice ® New system allows the
deployment of a mobile classroom or
media room for a fraction o fthe cost of
conventional equipment:

599 €VAT ex.
Warranty 3 years

Teachers can also download a model at
home, watch it conception and give
instructions for the realization of this
model.Then in their classes, they can ask
each student to achieve a construction step
to ensure their understanding of the
instructions.
Many other uses are possible: Imagination
is Queen!
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